Abstract.
Introduction
By an operator algebra we shall mean a norm closed algebra of bounded operators on a Hilbert space. In particular, a C*-algebra is an operator algebra which is closed under the adjoint operation. In contrast to C*-algebra theory, the general structure theory for non-self-adjoint operator algebras has remained largely unexplored. An abstract characterization of the unital operator algebras was only recently determined in [4] , and this enabled the authors to give the first proof that the quotient of an operator algebra by a closed two sided ideal is (completely isometrically isomorphic to) an operator algebra. In this note we will consider several other interesting aspects of the category of operator algebras.
It was shown in [1] and [15] that the closed two-sided ideals in a C*-algebra are determined by their position as subspaces of the underlying Banach space. Specifically they are just the M-ideals in that space, i.e., the subspaces which determine an L°° direct sum splitting of the second dual (see [1] and [8, Theorem 1] ). Approximately ten years ago Roger Smith used the Arens' product and Smith's earlier work with Joseph Ward to characterize the M-ideals in function algebras [14] (see [11] for some recent applications). He showed that they are the closed algebraic ideals with a bounded relative approximate identity. In §2 we use a modification of Smith's argument to prove a noncommutative version of this result: the M-ideals in a unital operator algebra are the closed two-sided ideals which contain a contractive relative approximate identity.
A distinguishing feature of noncommutative analysis is the importance of the underlying matricial norm structures (see [10] ). Any linear space V of operators is automatically provided with matricial norms: one has distinguished norms on each of the matrix spaces Mn(V) over V. The operator algebraic significance of this structure is reflected in a result essentially due to Hamana [12] . A unital complete isometry of unital operator algebras, i.e., a linear map which preserves all the matrix norms and the identity, is an algebraic isomorphism. After reviewing this result in §3, we give some examples illustrating some new phenomena that one encounters in the theory of non-self-adjoint operator algebras. In particular, isometric isomorphisms need not be completely isometric, and the spatial tensor product norm on a tensor product need not be minimal among the "matricial cross-norms." The latter answers a question of Paulsen and Power [13].
The Arens' product and M-ideals
If A is an operator algebra on a Hilbert space H, we say that it is unital (as an operator algebra) if it contains the identity operator / on H. More generally, we say that a normed algebra A is unital if it contains a multiplicative identity e satisfying ||e|| = 1 , and that A has an approximate identity if it has an approximate (contractive) identity, i.e., a net {«"}"eA in A such that ||mJ| < 1 , and for all a G A , auv , and uva converge in norm to a. We say that an ideal in a normed algebra has an approximate identity if there is such a net in J which is an approximate identity relative to / .
Given a normed algebra A , we let A* and A** denote the dual and second dual spaces, and we identify A with a weak* dense subspace of A**. We define the Arens'products on A** [2] as follows (our notation is slightly different from that in [7] ). Given a G A and f G A* , we define afi, fa G A* by
Given ä G A**, we define a~f, fa G A* by
Finally, given a~, b G A** we define the left and right Arens' products by (2. 3) (âXb,f) = (ïï,bf), (äpb,fo = (b,fä) (fe A*).
These products are more conveniently described as limits. Letting a and bv G A converge in the weak* topology to a~ and b g A**, respectively, it follows from (2.1)-(2.3) that (2.4) alb = \im(\im ab), a~pb = \im(\imab).
It is important to note that these are not simultaneous limits. Owing to the Bipolar Theorem, the unit ball of A is dense in that of A** , and as a result, one may assume that ||a || < ||a||, and \\bj\ < \\b\\. It follows from (2.4) that A** is a Banach algebra with respect to either left or right multiplication. Given two Banach algebras A and B and a homomorphism cp : A -> B , the induced map cp** : A** -> B** is again a homomorphism with respect to either X or p. This was proved in [7] , and is an immediate consequence of (2.4). We say that A is regular if the left and right products coincide. Any subalgebra A0 of a regular algebra is again regular since the inclusion map r. A0 ^ A induces a weak* homeomorphic isometry ;** of A*0* onto a weak* closed subspace of A** preserving the left and right Arens' products. In particular, since any C*-algebra is regular (see, e.g., [5, §12] or [9, §12]), we conclude the same is true for any operator algebra A . We shall indicate the product in A** by (a , b) -* ab . If V is a subspace of 3S(H) for some Hilbert space, then identifying MjJ'f//)) with âS(Hn) we let Mn(V) have the relative norm in SB (if1). Given any vector space V which is "matricially normed," i.e., it is provided with norms on each of the matrix spaces Mn(V), we use the pairing
to identify Mn(V*) and Mn(V)*, and thus to give Mn(V*) a norm. Using these conventions, we have that if A is an operator algebra, then both A* and A** are matricially normed. Mn(A) and Mn(A**) are algebras under the multiplications determined by matrix multiplication and the corresponding products on A and A**, respectively. If A has an identity e, then e is also an identity for A** . Identifying Mn(A**) with Mn(A)**, the matrix product on the former is mapped into the Arens' product on the latter, since given
and nets a , bvG A converging to ä and b, respectively, we have
From the above considerations we conclude:
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that A Ç .A$(H) is an operator algebra (resp., unital operator algebra). Then the left and right Arens'products on the operator space A** coincide, and the resulting algebra is completely isometric to a o-weakly closed operator algebra (resp., unital operator algebra).
The fact that the second dual of a unital operator algebra is again a unital operator algebra also follows from the abstract characterization for such systems given in [4] . That the two products agree is a consequence of Hamana's theory (see Theorem 3.1). This approach does not, however, enable one to show that the second dual is equivalent to a tr-weakly closed operator algebra. In contrast to von Neumann algebra theory, it is not known if dual non-self-adjoint operator algebras can be realized in that manner. Theorem 2.2. Suppose that A G £¡ §(H) is a unital operator algebra. Then a linear subspace J G A is an M-ideal if and only if it is a closed two-sided ideal with an approximate identity.
Proof. Let us suppose that J G A is an M-ideal. Then J is an M-summand in A**, i.e., we have a unique projection P: A** -* A** for which J = P(A**), and \\P3 +(I-P)a\\ = max{||P7j||, ||(/ -P)ä\\} for all ä G A**. To show that J is an ideal in A , it suffices to prove that J is an ideal in A**, since J = J n A (J is weakly closed in A ).
We let Jx -J, and /, = (/-P)(A**). From [15] we have Jx and J2 are closed subalgebras of A** and that z = P(I) is a hermitian idempotent of the Banach algebra A** such that zA**zGJx, (I -z)A**(I -z)GJ2,
Since A** is an operator algebra (Theorem 2.1), z is selfadjoint, i.e., it is a projection. We claim that z is central in A**. Since the latter is the sum of /, and J2, it suffices to show that if ä G Jk (k = 1, 2), then za(I-z) = (I-z)a~z = 0. Let us suppose that a G Jx , \\a\\ < 1 and that za~(I -z) ^ 0, so that in particular, z ^ 0, 1. Since za(I -z) -zä -zâz g Jx (the latter is a subalgebra), and I -z is a nonzero projection in J2, we have that \\zd(I -z) + (I-z)\\ = max{\\za(I -z)\\, \\I -z\\} = 1. We next prove that J has a contractive approximate relative identity. Since z is in 7 = J**, there is a net ua G J with ||wj| < 1 which converges to z in the weak* topology. It follows that if a G J , then una-a and aun-a converge weakly to za -a = az -a = 0. Given a finite set F -{a,, ..., an} Ç J, it follows that 0 = (0,, ... , 02n) lies in the weak closure of the set VF = {(uax -ax, ... , uan -an, axu -ax, ... , anu -an): u G J0} G A " , where J0 is the closed unit ball of J , and we give A " the sup norm. Since Vf is convex, 0 also lies in its norm closure. We let y denote the finite subsets F of J, and we define A = y x N. The latter is a directed set under the ordering (F, p) ■< (F', p') if F G F' and p < p'. Given F = {ax , ... , an} and p G N, it follows from our earlier remarks that VF n B(l/p) / 0, where B(e) is the e ball about 0 in A ". Thus given X = (F, p), we may chose ux G J0 with \\uxak -ak\\ < 1/P and \\oku; -ak\\ < l/p for k = 1, ... , n. The net {w/i}/i6A is the desired approximate identity for J . Now let us assume J is an ideal in A with an approximate identity {ul/}l/eA. It is easy to see from (2.4) that J is an ideal in A**. Passing to a subset, we may assume that up converges in the weak* topology to an element z G J, with ||z|| < 1 . Then given a G J , we have that auv -a and uva -a converge to az -a = 0 and za -a = 0. Given a G J, we select a net av g J converging in the weak* topology to 7J. Using the fact that the left and right Arens' multiplications coincide, we conclude that az -ä = lim lim au -a" = 0, i.e., z is a relative identity for the ideal / . It follows that z is central in A** since given ä G A**, we have that âz, za G J , and thus a~z = z , za G J , and thus az = zâz = zä. Since z = z and ||z|| < 1 , z is a selfadjoint projection. This implies that z is a central projection in the C*-algebra C*(A**) generated by A** . Thus C*(A**) = C*(A**)z + C*(A**)(I -z)
is an L°° splitting, and the same applies to A** = A**z + A**(I -z). We conclude that / is an M -ideal in A . D
It is a simple matter to construct closed algebraic ideals which are not Mideals. Letting 'a b¿ i ÇM,(C), 0 a A2 is a commutative operator algebra, but the nilpotent ideal J {{I D)
does not have an approximate identity.
Isomorphisms and tensor products
The following consequence of Hamana's theory of injective envelopes [12] is well known to specialists: Proposition 3.1. A unital complete isometry of unital operator algebras is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let us suppose that A Ç A@(H), B G AÁA¡(K) are unital operator algebras and that cp: A -» B is a unital complete isometry. From [3, Prop. 1.2.8], cp has a unique extension to a unital completely positive map <px : A + A* -> B + B* determined by <px(a + b*) = cp(a) + cp(b)*. It follows from the argument given there that tpx is completely isometric and thus a complete order isomorphism (as was noted by Hamana [12, p. 781] ). We let (R, x) denote an injective envelope of A + A* [12] . This consists of an injective C*-algebra R and a unital complete order injection x: A + A* -> R such that if 6: R -> R is a completely positive map which extends x, then 6 is the identity map. In fact we may take R to be the image of a "minimal" conditional expectation O: 3 §(H) -» AA8(H). Although R is not generally a subalgebra of A%(H), it has an associative product given by ros = <&(rs). In particular we see that since A is contained in the range of O, it is a subalgebra of R. We similarly let (S, k) be an injective envelope of B + B*, with B a subalgebra of S. Owing to the injectivity of R, we may extend tpx and cpT to unital completely positive maps a : R -> S and ß: S -> R. Then since ß o a coincides with the identity on A + A* it must coincide with identity on R + R*, and the same applies to a o ß , i.e., a and ß are inverse maps. It follows that a is a unital complete order isomorphism of R onto S. Two applications of the Kadison-Schwarz inequality for completely positive maps shows that q(x*x) = a(x)*a(x), and then Choi's multiplicative domain technique may be used to show that a is a *-isomorphism (see [6, §3] ). We conclude that its restriction cp to A is an isomorphism of operator algebras. G Turning to some examples, consider the commutative operator algebra |t2(x)|| = \Í2, i.e., t2 is not contractive, and x is not completely isometric.
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This example can be modified to give an example of an isometric representation n which is not even completely bounded. Letting ¿" = span{/,<?12,...,<?I"}çM", and xn be the transpose representation of An , we simply let * = ©V©4,-©MB.
Given operator algebras Bk ç AA@(Hk) (k = 1,2), the spatial matricial norms on the algebraic tensor product Bx ® B2 are those determined by the embedding Bx® B2 ^ AA §(HX ® H2). Paulsen and Power showed in [13] that this norm does not depend on the completely isometric representations Bk <-> A$(Hk). Essentially following these authors, we say that an operator norm structure on Bx ® B2 is a cross norm matricial structure if one has that for bkGBk (k=\,2) that ||6,®¿2|| = ||¿,||||¿>2||, and the mappings Bx ~* Bx®Cl , B2 -> Cl ® B2 are completely isometric. In the next example we show that the spatial matricial norm need not be minimal among these norms.
We define a commutative operator algebra B ç M6 by letting B = {x ® x' : x G A3}. We wish to show that the spatial norm on B ® B, i.e., that determined by the injection B ® B <-> M36 need not be minimal in the above sense. The map 6: B®B-^ M9©M9: (x® x')®(y ®y') -* (x ®y) ® (x ®y) is an algebraic isomorphism, and we use it to define a matricial norm structure {III ' III«: n e N} on B ® B . It is a simple matter to verify that the latter is a cross matricial norm structure. The maps \px : x ® x' -* x and tp2 : x ® x -► x' are completely contractive. It follows from the general properties of the spatial tensor product that \pk (k = 1, 2) are completely contractive, and thus ipx ® tp2, ip2® ip{ , and 6 = (ipx ® \p2) ® (y/2 ® ipx) are completely contractive. On the other hand, letting u = (ex2 ® e\2) ® (ex2 ® e\2) + (eX3 ® e|3) ® (ex} ® e'X3) gB®B, we have that ||»|| = \/2, whereas |||u||| = ||ö(w)|| = 1 . These norms are easily calculated by considering elements of B ®B G B ® M6 as 6 x 6 matrices over B, and elements of M9 ® M9 as direct sums of 3 x 3 matrices over M3. It should be noted that in contrast to 
